The StudyBed
From a desk to a bed in just 3 seconds!
…because everything stays in place, you
can turn a small room into a big one.

01844 214484
www.studybed.co.uk

Hi, I’m Ben Berry, the owner of The StudyBed Company. I hope this brochure gives you a
clear idea of the concept of StudyBed and just what a transformation it can make within your
home. A visit to our website with its video demonstration and customer reviews
is very much recommended. With well over 8,000 StudyBeds already supplied we are
convinced we have a winning formula; a great product combined with first class service.
We look forward to your call or email to discuss your project and individual requirements,
and of course, a warm welcome awaits you at either our shop in High Wycombe, our Head
Office in Thame, or our Showroom near Warrington.

It’s a large desk
Keep all your equipment in
place and switched on…

We do not simply just supply a piece of furniture, we offer a great service too.

…pull down the handle
and in just 3 seconds…
A QUICK LOOK AT THE MAIN VIRTUES

Large desk and comfortable bed all within small footprint
3 seconds to convert as nothing needs to be removed
The bed is totally hidden away when in desk mode
Free-standing and can easily be transferred when you move home
Designed for everyday use, taking proper standard size mattresses
Robust, sturdy and guaranteed for 5 years
Over 8,000 StudyBeds sold nationwide
Choice of real wood veneer or bespoke painting
Matching furniture and accessories available to create the fully fitted look
Showrooms in High Wycombe, Warrington and Thame

…It’s a full sized bed
	No need to remove anything

from the desk or the bed.
“One of the best ways of changing
space in a small room”
George Clarke
(TV presenter and architect)
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“StudyBed takes space-saving to the next
level with this ingenious product”
Alison Cork
(TV personality and
interior design expert)

Visit our website for great video presentations
      www.studybed.co.uk
01844 214484
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AN ARRAY OF OPTIONS

StudyBeds are available in several different
sizes and finishes along with a range of practical
and complementary matching furniture.

The Majestic is available in 4ft,
4ft 6in and 5ft mattress sizes.

Small Double StudyBed in Light Oak with matching
Top Box, Under-desk filer, wardrobe, and bookcase

“The quality has far exceeded my expectations
it is sturdy and solid but really easy to change
from desk to bed and back.”
HV (Essex)

“It has transformed a small room into
an office and double bedroom.”
CF (Oxon)

Single in painted Cappuccino and White
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Single in painted Grey and White

01844 214484
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COMMON USES FOR STUDYBEDS

A StudyBed is perfect for anywhere that requires both a
proper work and sleep solution within a confined space.
Teenager’s box room

“Arguments getting my son to do his homework are a thing of the past, as his desk has
acres of space for his laptop and books etc.”
RS (Taunton)

Studio Apartment

Home office in spare bedroom

“Wow! What a difference the StudyBed has made
to my sewing room. My granddaughter loves to
sew with me and now we can sew to bedtime and
her bed is ready before she has cleaned her teeth.”
JR (Yelverton)

Craft and hobbies room
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FOCUS ON THE FINER POINTS

From the factory to the customer

We put considerable time and effort into ensuring
use of the finest materials from sustainable sources.
The StudyBed exudes quality and workmanship in
every respect, from the superior top grade veneer
down to the smallest practical detail, giving you a
beautiful but highly functional item of furniture that
will delight for many years.

Our furniture is manufactured using the very latest CNC machinery,
producing the very highest quality components in the most efficient
way.  It is then transported to our finishing centre in Oxfordshire
where the lacquering or painting process is carried out. We then
pre-assemble as many components as possible, in order to minimise
time spent installing on site. We have our own teams of immensely
experienced installers, and thus control the whole process from the
factory door to your chosen room.

Top quality real wood veneers

“ I particularly enjoy the
way in which both the
desk and the bed feel like
premium products with
no compromise
in function”
NB (Swansea)

Plenty of space for boards,
posters or video screens

Precision machined
Oak veneered panelling

The bespoke factor
Many customers take advantage of our ability to supply a range
of matching and complementary furniture. If you wish to create
that fitted look, but for much less cost than that charged by fitted
bedroom and study furniture specialists, we can easily achieve this
by making bespoke size wardrobes or bookcases for you. As all
your furniture is free-standing (except Majestic) you are then
able to move it to an alternative location.

“Its construction and
design is both lovely to
look at and solidly built,
it is in fact the best piece
of furniture I own.”

“For a small room like mine, this product
was a great investment, I now have a
comfortable bed and the best computer
desk I have ever had, plus lots more room.”
GW (Stroud)

CS (Folkestone)

Desk locks for extra stability
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Cable cut-outs

Soft-closing hinges

01844 214484
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CHOOSING THE PERFECT STUDYBED FOR YOU

What is the right bed size considering
available space and intended use?
Although StudyBeds are free-standing (with the exception of
the Majestic) and therefore can subsequently be moved, it
is nonetheless very important to plan the room carefully; a
StudyBed will often become the main feature of the room, and
choosing the best model and optimising its location is essential.

The main points to consider
Size and shape of room  – Windows, doors, radiators
Position of switches, sockets  – dado and picture rails
Intended use for the bed and the desk
Your preferred finish or colour
Any additional furniture items required
Majestic profiled side-units,
made to measure

You can download our planning guide
and notes in full from our website at

www.studybed.co.uk

“We are delighted with the
final result. If anything,
it is even better than we
anticipated. It fits in the room as
if it were made to measure, and
the improvement in workspace
for the sewing machine is huge.”

“Your fitters were keen
to ensure that the install
was to our liking rather
than just going ahead and
doing what they thought
was best. I was very
impressed.”

We want you to make the best decision about the model and
positioning of your StudyBed to ensure you receive maximum
satisfaction and best value for money.
For this reason, if you are in any doubt about the optimum size,
we are always happy to be involved in your decision-making
process and would welcome receipt of a basic room plan and
possibly photos to assist you in making the best choice; this is
particularly important if you are intending to have additional
furniture such as wardrobes or bookcases.

SP (Sheffield)

AB (Wokingham)
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THE STUDYBED RANGE

Double StudyBed  
£1650 + Vat (£1980)*

Single StudyBed  
£1500 + Vat (£1800)*

Perfect for a child’s room, for student
accommodation or a compact home
office.

Full size double, pampers your guests,
and gives you a huge workspace.

mattress size
190cm x 138cm
6ft 3in x 4ft 6in

mattress size
190cm x 90cm
6ft 3in x 3ft

Majestic StudyBed  
£1975 + Vat (£2370)*

Requires less wall space, allows
entry to bed from either side.

Small Double StudyBed  
£1600 + Vat (£1920)*

Provides generous sleeping space
for one, or occasional double use,
all in a small footprint.
mattress size
190cm x 120cm
6ft 3in x 4ft

Small Majestic
mattress size
190cm x 120cm
6ft 3in x 4ft

Double Majestic
mattress size
190cm x 138cm
6ft 3in x 4ft 6in

Large Majestic
mattress size
200cm x 150cm
6ft 6in x 5ft

* excluding mattress and delivery
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STUDYBEDS IN THE HOME

“I bought the StudyBed, in 2014 for our grandson for his extremely small
bedroom. It was worth every single penny! Having a lovely desk gave him
the impetus to work and he went from being an average student to top
achieving boy in his school within two short years! Without a doubt
he wouldn’t have done so well without the Studybed!”

“The StudyBed transforms the use of the
whole flat not just the room it is in, the
best bit of furniture we have ever bought”

“My builders commented, “What a great idea. You have
added a room without doing any alterations, saving lots
of money and time in the process.”
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CHOOSING COMPLEMENTARY FURNITURE

H 69cm W 52cm D 56cm

Top Boxes £325 + Vat (£390)

Under desk mobile units £320 + Vat (£384)
These useful Mobile Under-desk units wheel away easily
to become a bed-side table. They are extremely solid in
construction and finished to match your StudyBed. They
are available in a range of styles to suit your needs.

These are a very popular accessory
as they really do optimise all available
space. The Top Box stands 60cm high
(48cm on Double) and the adjustable
shelves and cupboarding allow for
flexibility and concealment, and there
is potentially further room for more items
on top. Soft-closing doors are standard.

Foolscap size filing drawer

“No amount of advertising
can do this product justice.
It is fantastic, the space we
now have is great and the
storage top box holds
so much that I hardly
recognise my son’s room
any more… it’s so tidy,
worth every penny!”

Grey and White
4 drawer unit

White painted 3 drawer
with filing

Light Oak Cupboard
with adjustable shelving

CC (Glasgow)

Wardrobes £475 + Vat (£570)
We stock a range of wardrobes;
(d)60cm x (w)60cm/70cm/80cm
with hanging rail, adjustable shelving
and soft-closing double doors. These will
complement and match your StudyBed
and Top Box in terms of height and finish.
Bespoke sizes available at an additional cost.

Choose right or left hand hinge

Under desk (double sided)
mobile bookcase
£165 + Vat (£198)
Gives 180cm of book shelving in one compact mobile unit.

“It has made the room look
so much neater and nicer.”
PS (Slough)
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CREATING THE FITTED FURNITURE LOOK

Bookcases £400+ Vat (£480)
These will be made to match your
StudyBed and Top Box up to 80cm
wide. All shelving is adjustable.

“We are absolutely thrilled
with the bed – it is even
better than we initially
expected and both the
bed and the mattress are
super comfortable – the
room looks great!”

THE CORPORATE MARKET
Our StudyBeds are widely used in student accommodation,
both in very small rooms and also for twinning purposes.
Our very first University installation was nine years ago in
Portsmouth and all 26 StudyBeds are still going strong and in
daily use. Several other Universities have purchased them in bulk
(LSE, Lancaster, Leicester, Brighton etc) and Falmouth University,
who originally had over 200 from us, found them so popular and
successful, that they re-ordered a further 416 in 2016.
StudyBeds are a very popular choice in Boarding Schools,
Holyport Academy, for example have purchased over 80 to date.
We include the same long-term warranty for commercial
use as we do for the domestic market, such is our faith in
the quality of the product.
We now have hundreds of StudyBeds installed in several
University Halls and independent student accommodation
throughout the UK. Our free trial system works well as it gives
several people the opportunity to inspect a StudyBed close-up
and also to students to use them and give feedback.

(OS, London

Request our Corporate Brochure

Mattresses
All StudyBeds take standard size mattresses, so you have the
option of simply transferring an existing one, or purchasing a
new one from us or any other source. We stock excellent quality,
optimum fit mattresses, that we have manufactured specifically
for StudyBed.

Single
Small Double
Double
King Size

Open Sprung

Open Sprung with Memory Foam

£130 (£156)
£165 (£198)
£165 (£198)
£165 (£198)

£170 (£204)
£200 (£240)
£200 (£240)
£200 (£240)

Two Tall Singles in
University Halls

“StudyBeds were an obvious solution to our

Prices  ex-Vat  (with Vat)
Essentially, StudyBeds work
where there is a need to both
sleep and work in a confined
space, so our corporate
customers have included
Boarding Schools,  Fire &
Rescue training centres,
Aparthotels and Care Homes
for use of residential wardens.
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increased demand for accommodation, allowing us to
offer an innovative and shared room option to students.
The StudyBed team offered a high level of
professionalism and customer service throughout the
project, starting on their first visit to site to discuss
bespoke design through to the completion of the
installation programme. The feedback we have
received from the students has been very positive.”
OL (Accommodation Services Manager)

01844 214484
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FINISHES

DIMENSIONS

Real Wood Oak Veneer
A

Please measure your room carefully, allowing for such
things as door openings, radiator and skirting boards.
Please also bear in mind that an additional 5cm (approx)
may be required width-wise for assembly purposes.
For further useful info, please request or download from our
website, the ‘Essential Guide to Choosing a StudyBed.’

Our standard and most popular finish is
clear-lacquered Light Oak, using the very
highest quality real wood veneers.

B

Painted finishes
E

C

&

D

(measurements
are in cm)

Single

Small
Double
Double		

Small
Majestic

Double
Majestic

Large		
Majestic

A Width

207

207

207

136

153

166

B Height

140

160

172

220

220

229

C Projection
as desk

94

102

111

120

120

120

D Projection
as bed

103

132

153

200

200

212

E Under bed
height

43

45

48

46*

46*

46*

Desk size

60 x 190

60 x 190

60 x 190

65 x 120

65 x 140

65 x 150

Mattress

90 x 190

120 x 190

138 x 190

120 x 190

138 x 190

150 x 200

*43 to support tube

“The wonderful StudyBed has changed
our small untidy cluttered spare room into
a superior office/studio/bedroom which
in moments can change into whichever
you require. Worth every penny.
We love it.”

We also offer a bespoke painted service
whereby MDF StudyBeds can be finished in
the colour or colour combination of your choice.
This can be from any household or industrial
range, or we can even match any sample you
provide. The choice of colours is endless.

We have a very useful Configurator page on
our website that allows you to experiment with
different products and finishes, as well
as displaying an exact costing.

“We are delighted with
everything; the colour,
the size and the delightful
men who installed it.”

The cost for this bespoke
service is an additional 15%

Dr. KD (Chippenham)

ST (Devon)
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CHOOSING AND PURCHASING A STUDYBED

How to order

Prices at a glance

Please call us or email your requirements. We prefer to
talk through the details with you, in case of any queries.  
Delivery lead times are typically 4 to 6 weeks but if
you have a more urgent need, just tell us and we will
endeavour to meet your time frame.
Once an order has been placed we will email you
confirmation along with some other useful info. We will
then subsequently liaise with you to arrange a suitable
delivery date and thereafter give you a narrow time slot
and predicted job time.
Finance available.

SINGLE
		

SMALL
DOUBLE

DOUBLE

MAJESTIC

FINISHED IN LIGHT OAK

3ft

4ft

4ft 6in

4ft, 4ft 6in, 5ft

StudyBed price

£1,800

£1,920

£1,980

£2,370

Mattress (if required)

£156

£198

£198

£198

Delivery and installation

£192

£192

£192

£192

TOTAL

£2,148

£2,310

£2,370

£2,760

				

PB (Chelmsford)

Please contact us
with any questions
01844 214484

FINISHED IN BESPOKE COLOUR 			
StudyBed price

£2,070

£2,208

£2,277

£2,725

Mattress (if required)

£156

£198

£198

£198

Delivery and installation

£192

£192

£192

£192

TOTAL

£2,418

£2,598

£2,667

£3,115

Where to view a StudyBed

“Your fitters last Friday were
very courteous and efficient
and we were delighted with
how the installation went.”

Judy Robinson
Anita Baxter

Payments and deposits

enquiries@studybed.co.uk

On placing of order we take a £500 deposit and
the balance is only payable just prior to delivery.

Delivery and installation
StudyBeds of course need to arrive flat-packed
in order to get them into their intended room.
Self-assembly is certainly possible, but can be
quite a challenging experience. We have our own
dedicated team of assemblers who travel around
the country delivering and installing StudyBeds.
Much subsidised charges start at £160 + Vat
depending on locality. Please call for a quote.

• Shop in High Wycombe
• Showroom in Warrington
• Visit an existing customer close to you, willing
to demonstrate their bed
• Showroom in Thame headquarters
For details of the above, including opening
hours please visit our website or call 01844 214484
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Visit our website at
      www.studybed.co.uk
for more details

01844 214484
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“It’s been one of my most
inspired purchases and I would
definitely recommend it to
anyone who is short on space
and looking for an ingenious piece
of engineering as a solution”
TF (Kilmarnock)

01844 214484
www.studybed.co.uk

